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CHAPTER 2:
SOURCES OF THE CANTON GUARANTY SYSTEM
The early Manchu rulers of China had no interest in banking regulation. Their goals
were to first complete the “great enterprise” of conquest and then to consolidate
control over the entire nation. After years of careful preparation, the Manchus took
Beijing in 1644 and achieved a surprisingly rapid conquest of Northern China.1
Progress was much more difficult in the coastal south, far from Beijing, where the
struggle raged on another forty years. After the devastated region had been
brought under control, the Kangxi Emperor opened the south to maritime foreign
trade. The regional economy responded quickly and positively to the stimulus. The
Manchus sought the benefits of trade, but at the same time felt it important to
maintain order among the traders and to assure the flow of customs tax revenues to
Beijing. During the eighteenth century a body of rules, known as the Canton
System, was evolved to advance these objectives. The regulatory structure that was
developed for Canton drew on both Manchu and Chinese traditions. A collective
guaranty of foreign debt -- the Canton Guaranty System -- was imposed in 1780 as a
modification of those rules.
2A. Conquest and Pacification
The Manchu began as a Jurchen Mongol tribe in the Liao valley in what is now
Northeast China, a region of forest, steppe and agricultural lands.2 Under a series of
talented and aggressive rulers, notably the “great progenitor” Nurhaci (1559-1626),
they rose rapidly from their original position, as one of a number of tribes
contending for regional prominence, to a potent military force with ambitions to
control China itself. Nurhaci organized a coalition of Jurchen Mongol tribes under
his Aisin Gioro clan as leader, and bound them together culturally and militarily.3
The coalition was defined as “Manchu,” which involved the creation of a written
Manchu language (an adaptation of Mongol script). It was consolidated under a
military system in which Manchu forces were organized in eight “banner”
formations.4 These banner forces carried out the “great enterprise” of conquest. The
banner system was then adapted to control and to defend China itself.
Trading relations contributed to the rise of the Manchu and funded the cost of
conquest. Their homeland was rich in natural resources, which the Jurchen
Mongols exploited through hunting, fishing and agriculture, and active
participation in regional trade in products such as furs and ginseng.5 Several
principal Manchu leaders, including Nurhaci, had early experience as traders.6 The
clan gradually developed an expertise in the ginseng trade and accumulated a
monopoly of the import licenses issued by the Ming to sell their scarce and prized
wild ginseng in China.7 Rich profits realized from satisfying the enormous late
Ming demand for high quality ginseng purchased weapons and contributed directly
to the rise of Manchu military power.8 The Japanese scholar Inaba Iwakichi
therefore observed that the Qing dynasty “rose on ginseng and fell on opium.”9
On 26 April 1644 the last Ming Emperor committed suicide by hanging himself
atop Coal Hill in the Forbidden City in Beijing. The capitol had fallen to rebels
under Li Zicheng the day before. Manchu forces then streamed through the Shanhai
Pass into China and defeated Li Zicheng's army in a great battle on 27 May 1644.
The victorious Qing army entered a stunned Beijing without a fight. Mark Elliott
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offers a vivid description of the Manchu entry on 5 June 1644. Local residents “no
doubt stared in curious amazement at the shaved foreheads and dangling queues of
the Manchu soldiers riding by, daggers at their waists and short recurve bows of
horn and wood by their sides.”10
Stalwarts of the Ming Dynasty made their last stand against the Manchus in
South China. Contending forces included Manchu military, Ming remnants,
peasant rebels, turncoats, and commanders who were honored by the Qing for their
services by being named hereditary feudal princes. The Manchu forces were soon
caught up in bloody repression of local rebellions against the imposition of the
queue, a traditional hairstyle of the northeast in which the forehead was shaved and
remaining hair was wound up as a long braid.11 In the south, the land was a
constant challenge to the Manchu cavalry, which made difficult progress through
often mountainous terrain with few roads and a countryside intersected with rivers
and canals.12 The city of Canton, in Qing hands as of January 1647, soon thereafter
rose in rebellion.13 It was besieged by Manchu forces under Shang Kexi for ten
months in 1650. The defense was broken with an artillery barrage on 24 November
1650, after which the invaders plundered Canton with a horrific slaughter of the
populace.14 The city was devastated, but was gradually reconstructed by the
Manchu rulers.
“Local tradition affirms that the burial of the dead, neglected by the
conquerors, was brought about by the exertions of a Buddhist priest, who
attempted, single handed, to convey the corpses outside the city gates and
give them decent burial. While engaged in his task -- carrying a corpse on
his shoulders -- he was met by Shang Kexi, who asked him jeeringly whether
he intended to bury all the slain? The priest replied that he did not look at
the magnitude of the task or attempt to calculate its possibility; he merely did
what was in his power and left the rest to Heaven. The spirit of the reply is
said to have so pleased Shang Kexi, that he ordered the camp-followers to
lend the priest their aid, and thus the bodies of the slaughtered were heaped
in one huge pile and burned outside the east gate of the city, where the ashes
were buried beneath an enormous mound which still exists and bears the
significant name of the General Grave.”15
Much of the forty year struggle for control of South China took place along the
coast. Initially, as later described by the Kangxi Emperor (who reigned from 1661 to
1722), “the following ports were opened for trade: Tianjin in Zhili, Dengzhou in
Shandong, Yuntaishan in Jiangsu, Ningbo in Zhejiang, Zhangzhou in Fujian, and
Macao in Guangdong. Later on, it was only maritime rebellions that necessitated
closing these ports.”16 Resistance on and near the Island of Taiwan was led by
members of the family of Zheng Chenggong (Koxinga), who were and had long
been heavily involved in international trade.17 The Qing banned maritime trade in
1656, seeking to strangle the Taiwan resistance.18 Zheng forces attempted a major
assault on Nanjing from the sea in September 1659, which triggered a more forceful
crackdown.19 From 1661 through 1683, in order to prevent supplies from reaching
the Zheng forces on Taiwan, the Qing directed and fiercely enforced a wholesale
removal of the coastal population as much as ten miles or more inland from the
adjacent mainland coast.20 The only exception was Macao, which was spared from
this exercise of conquering will by a combination of good fortune and determined
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diplomacy.21 The Qing ordered all oceangoing vessels burned; “not an inch of wood
is allowed to be in the water.”22 The coast was devastated and the population
suffered terribly. One source records that:
“People continued to drift around, unable to figure out how to survive.
Fathers and sons, husbands and wives, abandoned each other; with
anguished cries they parted ways. A son for a peck of grain, a daughter for a
hundred cash for purchase by the powerful.”23
As was observed by the Dutch Embassy of 1655-57, “you may ride in some
Places [in Guangdong Province] for several miles together, and not see a Town or
Village Standing, only great heaps of Stones, and the Ruines of many Places, which
have been formerly very famous for Trade.”24 The Zheng forces finally surrendered
on Taiwan in October 1683, after a crushing naval defeat by Qing forces under
admiral Shi Lang.25 Two years earlier, Manchu forces had suppressed the Revolt of
the Three Feudatories, which marked the end of the era of the semi-independent
princes appointed by the Qing in the early stages of conquest and their feudal
privileges.26
The Qing rulers recognized that trade would help restore the badly damaged
Guangdong economy and build the loyalty of the people.27 In contrast to the Ming,
which distrusted and indeed prohibited foreign trade for most of its history, the
Qing had a positive view of trade founded in long beneficial experience in regional
trade from the Manchu homeland.28 The Kangxi Emperor strongly favored
economic restoration of coastal regions in the interests of maintaining public order.
In his directives, the Emperor encouraged officials to seek to achieve “prosperous
people through trade” (tongshang yumin),29 to “enrich the state by developing trade”
(tongshang yuguo), and to “cherish merchants” (xushang).30 These objectives have
deep roots in Chinese thought.31 The Qianlong Emperor observed in 1748 that it
was generally better to leave matters concerning the market to the people and allow
free circulation of goods because government interference, however well
intentioned, often failed to improve matters.32 In 1683, however, the need for
stimulus was urgent. Not only the south, but all of China suffered under an
economic depression in the early Kangxi period, worsened by the heavy costs of
suppression of the Revolt of the Three Feudatories.33
As of December 1683, two months after the victory on Taiwan, the Qing began to
lift the ban on Chinese navigation overseas. At least fifty large and small coastal
ports in four provinces were opened to foreign trade.34 The Kangxi Emperor
believed that opening these ports would benefit the national economy and also the
livelihood of the general population (guoji minsheng).35 Trade in military supplies
and goods which were believed to be potentially useful to rebels, only, was still
banned.36 Of the newly opened ports, Xiamen [Amoy], Guangzhou [Canton], Macao
and Ningbo attracted Western traders. At times, these ports competed among
themselves for Western business.37 Initially, “the ships were few and the customs
duties meager,”38 but the region enjoyed a rapid recovery under Kangxi's open trade
policies.39 Coastal residents returned, agriculture was restored, devastated junk
fleets were rebuilt, and foreign and regional trade rapidly increased. Between 1685
through 1688 some 467 private Chinese vessels sailed to Japan; during the prior
four years only twelve ships had made the voyage.40
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As the Kangxi Emperor later explained, “Why have I opened trade along the
coast? The development of maritime trade will benefit the people of Fujian and
Guangdong. As the people of these two provinces get rich and commercial
commodities smoothly circulate, this prosperity will benefit other provinces.”41 The
powerful recovery that flowed from the trade liberalization policies of the late
seventeenth century parallels China's late twentieth century economic revival in the
wake of the “Cultural Revolution” of 1965-1971. Trade was encouraged by the
modern Chinese political leadership -- ‘to get rich is glorious’ -- as a means to spur
recovery and maintain social order in those difficult years. In each case commerce
was used to ignite the extraordinary energy of the Chinese people and to restore
economic health after a period of crisis. The economies of these two eras were
profoundly different, but the results of liberalization were the same.
In implementing an open trade policy, the Kangxi Emperor rejected Ming
Dynasty policy that restricted foreign trade to limited business conducted in tandem
with missions bearing tribute to the Chinese Emperor. The “tribute system”
continued, but under Qing Dynasty policy it was separated from foreign trade.42
The Kangxi Emperor acted to assure that tax revenue from foreign trade would flow
smoothly to the Qing state. In 1684 the maritime customs system (haiguan) was
defined as having jurisdiction over the taxation of goods exported and imported by
maritime ships, and trusted Manchu officials were appointed as the heads of the
crucial Guangdong and Fujian maritime customs.43 China's growing maritime
foreign trade yielded substantial customs revenues thereafter. Scholarly estimates
place the value of trade between China and nontribute countries in Europe and
Southeast Asia in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries at more than
5.4 million taels ($7.5 million) annually.44
The Qing recognized the dangers inherent in maritime trade. Successful as
conquerors after a forty year struggle, they knew that anti-Manchu feeling existed
among the majority ethnic Han population. The new rulers were wary that trade
might facilitate contact with rebels who had escaped to the nearby Philippines and
South China Sea (nanyang). They were equally watchful for anti-Qing or other
unconventional ideas, coming from abroad, which might stir up the coastal
population. 45 Further rebel activity in and near Taiwan led to reimposition of the
ban on regional overseas trade in 1717. It was then gradually lifted in the years
through 1727.46 During this later ban, European ships continued to be allowed to
call at Chinese ports, and general Chinese trade with Japan, the Ryukyu Islands
(including Okinawa) and Annam (Vietnam) was also continued.47
As masters of a newly pacified land, the Qing rulers closely watched and were
wary of the sometimes aggressive and seemingly uncivilized conduct of some of the
Westerners who came to China to do business. Their burgeoning maritime
commerce served Chinese interests, but the behavior of certain foreigners caused
Qing officials to think constantly about public order and national defense. The first
English expedition to China, which reached Canton in 1637 under Captain John
Weddell, made itself memorable by using gunfire to force its way into the Pearl
River.48 In 1724 the hong merchant Youngqua was placed in chains by the Hoppo
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Figure 1. The Kangxi Emperor , reigned 1661 to 1722.
(The Palace Museum, Beijing).
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after his French tenant drew his sword on one of the Hoppo’s officers.49 In 1742,
Commodore Anson of HMS Centurion threatened to force his way up the Pearl
River to Whampoa. In response, an old law was revived prohibiting foreign
warships beyond the Bogue forts. Regulations were announced banning the
firing of ships’ guns in port and requiring commercial vessels to surrender their
cannons while in port, but these rules were largely ignored.50 Commodore
Anson then took his reprovisioned warship out to sea where he captured the
annual Spanish galleon from Acapulco to Manila, Nuestra Señora de Covadonga,
laden with £1,500,000 in silver. Anson brought his prize back to the Pearl River,
where he disputed the customs duties assessed by the Chinese on the Centurion
and the captured galleon.51 After the 1754 death of a British sailor in fighting
between French and British sailors, the Canton officials assigned what came to be
called “French Island” to the French for recreation and “Danes Island” to the
British and Danes for the same purpose.52 On 17 August 1781 Captain John
McClary of the English country ship Dadoloy captured the private Dutch ship
Goede Hoop at the Whampoa anchorage. The Dutch protested to the Chinese,
who scrambled some 2,000 troops and assembled a flotilla of private and
government vessels which hemmed in the captured vessel while angrily
demanding an end to this offense against Chinese sovereignty over inner waters.
The Governor-General, Governor and Hoppo wrote the English supercargoes on
9 September 1781, stating: “This is to give notice to the supercargoes of the
different nations in order that they may inform their countrymen that the
Emperor will not suffer them to bring war into his dominions, and that whoever
does so in the future shall be treated as an enemy.” Captain McClary then
yielded his prize to the cheering Chinese flotilla and sailed off. He carried with
him an iron chest containing pearls and gold consigned by Armenian merchants
in India, with an invoice value of 89,128 rupees. Not long thereafter, Captain
McClary further irritated the Chinese authorities by plundering a Canton junk he
seized in the Bangka Straits, claiming that the goods he found on it were actually
Dutch property.53 On 19 March 1787, The hong merchant Howqua I (Lin
Shimao) was taken hostage by a putative private creditor. He was held in the
Imperial Factory by Mr. Dormer, purser of the Nottingham (a vessel Howqua I
had not secured), who claimed that his hostage had somehow agreed to guaranty
a failed transaction “with Small Merchants and Persons of that Description.” He
had no proof of guaranty, and the hong merchant refused to sign the new
guaranty Dormer demanded. Howqua I was released, Dormer was
reprimanded, and the EIC ordered the disgruntled supposed creditor to leave
Canton on the next ship.54 In 1808 thirteen British warships landed hundreds of
soldiers and occupied a fort at Macao on the pretext of protecting Macao from
the French navy. The Chinese authorities cut off British trade and marched an
army in response, which caused the British forces to depart. Governor-General
Wu Xiongguang was removed from office and ordered banished to Xinjiang for
failure to respond sternly enough to the British occupation.55 On 21 April 1833,
private British country trader James Innes set fire to the Customs House, using
rockets and blue lights, to express outrage at official inaction against a Chinese
who he claimed had assaulted him.56 The preceding is simply a collection of
incidents, not a comprehensive catalog of aggressive activities. Fights -- notably
among foreign sailors or between sailors and the local population -- occurred
regularly, as did occasional murders of Chinese by foreigners, often enough in
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these brawls.57 The Qing government had been given reason to consider
Westerners a potential external risk to domestic order.
The Qing were also concerned about the potentially disruptive internal effects of
unfair or deceptive business practices by Chinese who traded with Westerners. In
the present, they saw shadows of the abusive trading practices that arose in the
illicit maritime trade of the late Ming period. The wokou (“Japanese pirate”)
depredations of the mid to late 1500s were a particularly bitter memory. The wokou
were Japanese and Chinese who had traded between China and Japan. As foreign
trade was illegal, and subject to periodic crackdowns, the sea traders relied on
prominent Chinese families which began to use the strained situation against
them.58
“They received payment in advance from the Japanese traders but never
delivered any cargoes or kept the cargoes without paying the cost. Waiting
off coast in vain, the Japanese traders were desperately worried about the
consequences if they went back to their lords with empty hands. With no
other alternative, they resorted to violence. The prominent official families,
acting for their own advantage, urged the local administration to expel them
by force. But at the same time, they played the tricky game of deliberately
informing their partners of the imminent military attacks just to make sure
they could manage to escape in time for the gratefulness of the Japanese
might bring them further benefit. After several similar occasions, the
Japanese merchants became aware that they had been cheated.”59
Vengeance by the Japanese traders escalated into large-scale raids, and even
expeditions inland or up the Yangzi River, which caused terrible damage and took
years of effort and great expense to suppress.60 The Qianlong Emperor had the
history of unpaid foreign merchants turning to piracy in mind during the years in
which the Canton Guaranty System was developed. In a 1777 edict which harshly
criticized official handling of a relatively minor foreign debt case, the Emperor
stressed the foreign relations importance of the matter.
“Moreover, our resolution of this point is not just for the particular case at
issue. It comes after reflecting deeply on the fact that the dynasties of Han,
Tang, Song and Ming, during their last years, came to ignore the proper way
of showing benevolent disposition towards people from afar. When the
foreign people were weak and incapable [to fight against China], [the rulers
of the said dynasties] despised them and insulted or ill-treated them; while
when they were strong and [China] got into trouble [with them], then [the
Chinese rulers] showed their fear and sought for some kind of concession.
[They] went with this type of appeasement, and acted without thinking.
Consequently, serious ruptures occurred, and [the state of affairs] became
unredeemable. The failure of the Song as well as the fall of the Ming was
caused by mistakes of this kind. How can we not take warning [by these
precedents]?”61
2B. The Organization of Merchants Engaged in Maritime Trade
Official management of Chinese merchants engaged in foreign trade from Canton
dates from 1686, after the opening of foreign trade. In that year Governor Li
Shizhen licensed a group of successful merchants as foreign goods firms (yanghuo
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hang).62 The thriving business of these official merchants is described in a
contemporary poem by Chu Dajun (1630-1696):
“Ocean-going ships compete to export the wares of official merchants
As Shizimen opens on the two oceans
The Guangdong silks and satins are highly prized
And silver piles up in the thirteen hongs.”63
In these early years, the leading Chinese traders were spry and entrepreneurial.
Their ships came and went from many places, notably the Philippines, Batavia and
Annam (Vietnam). Some did business with Westerners in China, but that trade was
insignificant. Early Chinese specialists in European trade were itinerant, associated
primarily with home ports in neighboring Fujian Province such as Xiamen [Amoy]
or Quanzhou.64 They traveled to the ports European vessels visited according to a
seasonal rhythm that long marked the trade. Their developing European business
was fit into a timetable with other mercantile activities. The Western season began
with the arrival of foreign ships with the southwest monsoon in about May or June
and ended at the latest by mid-January when the ships left with the northeast
monsoon.65
European trade was exempted from the renewed ban on overseas navigation
which was imposed by the Kangxi Emperor from 1717 through 1727. The ban took
the bloom off the regional junk trade and ended hong merchant involvement in it, at
least for that period. While trade with Japan was also exempted, it too suffered, due
to the austerity regime of the Japanese Shogun Yoshimune and falling Chinese
demand for imported Japanese copper.66
From the early days of the trade, there was a divergence between the poetic
image of hong merchant wealth and the less opulent reality of conducting trade
between two worlds. While little detail survives about the finances of the early
hong merchants, some became greatly indebted to foreign and domestic creditors.
The unresolved burden of this debt -- and mounting interest on it -- placed an
ongoing burden on their businesses. For example, many of the hong merchants are
known to have been deeply in debt to official patrons and Armenian and other
creditors in the early 1720s, in large part due to losses on tea shipments to Batavia.67
The British EIC noted in its records in May 1723 that “almost all the merchants are
broke, and there are not above two or three to be depended on for a contract.”68 In
July 1723, the EIC noted that Suqua, Cowlo and several other merchants who had
just arrived from Xiamen (Amoy) stated “that they have built large Hongs at Amoy,
in order to live there, for that they can’t bear the impositions of the Mandarines
here, any longer, and wish the English would go there.”69 The causes of hong
merchant debt in the early 1700s were similar to those noted a century later:
inadequate capitalization, heavy exactions by government officials, high operating
and living expenses, and lack of business credit.
The lack of affordable domestic credit was a severe problem. The general trend
of hong merchant history from the early 1700s forward is of a growing trade, and
that trade is believed to have been generally profitable.70 The demands of carrying
on this increasing and highly competitive business strained hong firms from the
start, and many turned to Western merchants for high interest rate credit.71
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Foreigners extended credit in the form of cash loans, which were used to finance
large volume purchases, or in the form of import goods to be paid for in the future.
Some domestic suppliers extended credit for large purchases by hong merchants,
but a deposit was normally required.72 Prior to the 1760 ban on foreign debt and
mortgages, some foreign loans were secured by mortgages on real estate owned by
hong firms.73 The seemingly chronic indebtedness of the hong merchant firms had
become a serious issue for the Western traders by at least the 1750s.74
The hong merchants had few other credit options. The principal lenders in
China during this period were either family members or pawnshops. The latter
grew in number and respectability during the eighteenth century, rising from 9,904
in 1723 to about 25,000 by the early 1800s.75 Idle government funds were advanced
to pawnshops to be lent out at interest, under a policy known as fashang shengxi (put
the fund with merchants to produce interest).76 There was no such thing as
commercial finance.77 George Staunton noted in 1810 that it was a “frequent
practice in China, to lend upon pledges; and [that] accordingly, the shops of moneylenders, where deposits may be made of any kind of personal property, are
extremely numerous in all parts of the empire, and, in general, upon a scale of
greater respectability than establishments of a similar nature in Europe.” He
viewed the high interest rates and scarcity of credit in China as resulting from the
“comparatively vague and undefined” state of property rights under Chinese law
and difficulties enforcing such rights, adding:
“In a state of things so unfavorable to the accumulation and transfer of
property, there cannot at any time be much floating capital; and the value of
that capital, as far as it is denoted by the interest which it bears, it is natural
to expect, will be high in proportion to its scarcity. In other words, where
there are many borrowers and few lenders, and where it forms no part of the
system of the government to grant to the former any peculiar degree of
protection or encouragement, it seems a necessary consequence, that the
latter will both demand and obtain a more than ordinary compensation in
return for the use of his property. Trade, therefore, as far as it requires such
aid, cannot be so extensively carried on, as it is in those countries, in which
there being more available capital, that capital is procurable at a cheaper rate,
and accordingly a smaller return of profit found adequate to the charges of
commercial adventure.”78
Undercapitalized hongs generally lacked the collateral required for pawnbroker
loans, or did not have rich family members to call upon, or had previously drawn as
much as family resources could bear. Credit was not to be had within the guild
except on rare occasions. The wealthy hong merchants were reluctant to lend to the
lesser merchants, because they could not offer good security, and were often
patently unstable.79 So it was that the hong merchant Goqua II (Xie Yuren of the
Dongyu hang), who had long borrowed from the British EIC as a lender of last
resort, turned again to the EIC for credit in June 1828, saying that “no one [else] will
help me with a loan.”80
The difficult trading conditions of the 1720s led firms with a history of trading
with Westerners to respond by building up that side of their businesses, exploiting
existing connections in ports such as Manila and Batavia and good working
relations with European traders. These were also years of outreach by Western
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national trading firms, which worked to develop more direct and therefore more
efficient trade from the China coast to Europe.81 As Canton became the lead port for
China's developing trade with the West, the formerly itinerant Chinese traders
began to settle there, along with returning overseas Chinese traders with close ties
to the Philippines and Batavia. The seaport was in flux. Newcomers were rising to
prominence in Canton's trade with the West, notably Puankhequa I (Pan Zhencheng
of the Tongwen Hong) who had lived and worked for years in Manila.82 The foreign
trading community took root and grew up on the west side of Canton, in the area
where the trading ships offices of the former Song and Ming dynasties had been
located. These establishments became famous as the Thirteen Hongs and the
Foreign Factories, the business premises of the Chinese and Western traders
respectively.83
In the early 1700s, China's trade from Canton with Western merchants was
managed through a series of chief merchants -- notably Hunsunquin, Cawsanqua
(Cudgin), and Suqua (Cumshaw). Each had close ties with officials and used those
ties to control or to obtain advantage in trade.84 In the early years monopoly trading
rights were sometimes purchased by an individual or group from the Canton
officials.85 The favored purchaser might in turn subcontract trading rights with
particular ships to other merchants.86 Individuals who traded under the name
“Emperors Merchant” appeared at several foreign trade ports, seeking to enforce
monopoly trading rights said to have been acquired from the Kangxi Emperor’s
fourth son, the future Yongzheng Emperor. The Emperor's Merchant who arrived
at Canton in 1704 was an unsuccessful salt merchant who had acquired a monopoly
of that season’s trade for 42,000 taels ($58,333).87 He sought to assert a general
monopoly of Canton’s foreign trade, but was rebuffed through the joint efforts of
the European and Chinese merchants.88
To secure a collective monopoly of the Chinese side of the trade, a combination
of the hong merchant body was attempted at Xiamen (Amoy) in 1704, at the behest
of the local Emperor's Merchant. The organization did not last long.89 In the course
of the 1700s, the hong merchants tried on several other occasions to organize as one
body that could negotiate on a more equal footing with the European trading
corporations. In December 1720, a three-tiered guild of sixteen hong merchants
known as the Cohong was organized at Canton with the support of the Hoppo and
other officials. As described by Weng Eang Cheong:
“The members were graded into three groups of five, five and six
merchants according to their wealth and ability. Admission to the third and
lowest grade cost 1,000 taels; presumably the price for entry to the other
grades was higher. Outsiders, known as shopkeepers, had to pay a levy of 40
per cent and 20 per cent respectively, to participate in the tea and porcelain
trades monopolized by the Hong merchants; newly arrived merchants were
required to observe the guild’s practices and prices.”90
The Cohong monopolized the tea and porcelain trades at Canton and set
practices and prices which had to be observed by all foreign trade merchants.
Establishment of the guild seems to have been motivated by the desire of the
incumbent traders to control their rising local competitors (the former itinerants), as
well as to manage external trade with the increasingly powerful European chartered
companies.91 Although the organization was promptly dissolved in July 1721 under
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British East India Company pressure, its three tiered organization and the distinct
functions of each tier governed the conduct of trade for many years thereafter.92
As Canton's maritime trade grew, official management of these outer seas
merchants (the waiyang hang or yang hang) was separated from management of the
junk trade merchants. Business with Western traders was monopolized in the
hands of the outer seas hong merchants. The junk trade merchants were distinctly
organized as the native ports hongs and as the Guangdong and Fujian hongs. The
business of the merchants of the native ports hong (bengang hang) was international,
specialized in trade with and tribute from Southeast Asia. The business of the
merchants of the Guangdong and Fujian hong (fuchao hang) (Fu-jian, Chao-zhou
hong) was regional, specialized in trade north up the coast. The history of these two
sea trading hong organizations is obscure, but these hong merchants did business
with the merchants of the outer seas hong, and appear to have been regulated in a
similar manner.93 Many other guild organizations existed at Canton during this
period, and were subject to government regulation. Popularly known as the
“seventy-two hang,” the actual number of regulated guild organizations is said to
have numbered ninety-seven firms.94
Virtually all of the Western firms doing business in China in this era were
themselves state-chartered monopolies. Major European trading firms included the
Dutch (Vereenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie) (“VOC”),95 French (Compagnie Française
des Indes Orientales),96 and Swedish (Svenska Ostindiska Companiet)97 East India
Companies, as well as the aggressive and ultimately dominant British East India
Company.98 Each of these companies had monopoly rights in their home market,
granted by the state. Lesser players included the Danish East India Company
(Asiatiske Kompagni),99 and private merchants operating under “flags of
convenience,” including the Imperial or Ostend Company (Ostender Kompagnie)
(operated by private traders under a charter purchased in 1717 from the Austrian
Emperor),100 the Prussian or Emden company,101 and companies chartered by Genoa
and by Tuscany.102 These entities attempted to avoid monopoly rights existing in
their promoters' respective European home countries. Private Spanish traders from
Manila initially enjoyed privileged access to the important Chinese ports of
Quanzhou and Xiamen [Amoy], granted early in the Qing period.103 The various
European East India companies competed among themselves, in Europe and in
Asia,104 and repeatedly sought to use their individual and collective power to seek
economic advantage in trading with the licensed merchants of Canton. The scale of
their operations grew strongly during the eighteenth century. While historical
measurements of international trade are imprecise, various estimates have been
offered. Trade between Canton and Europe is said to have grown “at the rate of 4
percent a year between 1719 and 1806, meaning that the volume of trade doubled
every eighteen years.”105
2C. Official Roots of Collective Responsibility
The orderly conduct of maritime foreign trade at Canton was of direct personal
importance to the Emperor at Beijing. Tax revenues from the trade were an
important source of income for the Imperial Household Department (neiwufu),
which funded court operations. The Emperor used Imperial Household
Department personnel, posted to Canton, to monitor affairs at the port. While the
procedures used to control and tax trade at Canton were distinctive, they were
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hardly unique. Elements of this system are similar to the structure of other
monopolized businesses which were managed by the Imperial Household
Department for the benefit of the Court, notably the important salt and ginseng
monopolies. Each of these monopolies licensed merchants to trade in the
monopolized matter, and held these merchants collectively responsible for unpaid
taxes and other financial obligations to the state. The Chinese hong merchant
scholar Liang Jiabin quotes his hong merchant grandfather as having said that “The
licensed merchants of the hong system were much like the Salt Merchants.”106 Liang
was right.
The Imperial Household Department (neiwufu) was at once the Emperor’s
personal treasury, the principal landlord, primary employer of workers and
artisans, and the ultimate recipient of much national tax revenue collection.107 Its
key purpose was to maintain control of resources and enterprises to assure the
financial stability of the imperial court.108 Most of the Department's personnel were
Manchu.109 It was largely made up of bondservants (baoyi), a hereditary class
organized in banners under the Manchu system. The significance of bondservant
status varied by banner and ethnicity and changed over time. Many of the nonManchu baoyi had come into the organization as captives and were originally held in
slave-like conditions. At all times all bondservants owed a duty of service to the
Court.110 Jonathan Spence calls the Department the Emperor's “personal
bureaucracy.” Spence's invaluable study of the service of the bondservant Cao Yin
to the Kangxi Emperor shows that communication within this bureaucracy could be
direct and frank.111 “The bondservants worked for the Emperor only; just because
they were his servants, he protected them and appointed them to lucrative office, so
that at some indeterminate point servility became prestige.”112 Spence posits that a
significant purpose of the Emperor's use of this bureaucracy was to keep close
watch on his household funds.113 From the early 1700s, the major customs and salt
administration offices were usually held by Imperial Household Department
bondservants, who were regularly moved from one post to another.114 The Hoppo
often had prior experience elsewhere as a superintendent of customs or salt
censor.115
The Imperial Household Department operated several schools which educated
the sons of bondservants of the upper three banners for service in the Department.116
A small baoyi elite stood at the head of the Department, holding high office in
Beijing or important financial positions in the provinces.117 While the Department
worked with other units of the government under a policy called “Government and
Imperial Household working in unison” (gongfu yiti), little about it was known to
contemporary Chinese. Its affairs were kept secret.118
Taxes were collected by the Qing government under a quotum system. At
Canton, customs taxes were assessed and collected as regular quotum (zheng’e) or as
surplus quotum (yingyu).119 Regular quotum proceeds went to the Ministry of
Revenue (Hu Bu). Surplus quotum went to the Imperial Household Department
(neiwufu), bypassing the provincial government and the Board of Revenue.120 While
the assessment of regular quotum did not formally change from 1686 to 1843, the
amounts collected as surplus quotum and related charges increased substantially
over the years.121 Surplus quotum revenue from the Canton customs averaged
855,500 taels ($1,188,194) annually during the period 1796-1821, representing 38% on
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average of national annual surplus quotum collection during that period (2,261,301
taels [$3,140,695]).122 These revenues represented a significant part of the court's
annual budget. Regular quotum revenue from the Canton customs exceeded
1,000,000 taels ($1,388,889) annually by 1796.123
The process by which the growing maritime trade of the port of Canton was
taxed for the benefit of the Qing state was quite complicated, evolved over many
years, and was a continual subject of vexation to Western traders who bemoaned the
lack of a uniform customs table.124 Such a table did exist, an official list of import
and export goods and applicable duties charged per unit (not by value), but these
charges had been fixed as of 1727 and represented a small part of the total duties
payable by any given ship.125 The Hoppo sought to maintain an equivalent balance
between import and export duties charged. An excess of one over the other, such as
heavy export duties contrasted with minimal import duties, might indicate
smuggling.126 The largest charges in terms of cash outlay were “anchorage” or
“measurement” fees (assessed per vessel based on length and width measurements
against which a uniform 20% discount was applied) and “cumshaw” or port charges
(including the “emperor's present” which was 1,950 taels [$2,708] for English
ships).127 Surtaxes and supplements proliferated over time, ultimately exceeding the
basic duty many times over.128 The most prominent added charge was the tax
imposed on the trade in 1780 to support the Consoo Fund (the hangyong levy),
which ranged from as little as three percent to as much as seven percent depending
on the exigencies of the moment.129 Other significant charges, such as “native
tribute” of 55,000 taels ($76,389) due to the Emperor, as much as 100,000 taels
($138,889) annually for singsong curiosities sent to Beijing, and the expense of forced
purchases of ginseng which the Imperial Household Department had sent to the
Hoppo for sale, all were deducted from the Consoo Fund.130 To encourage the
importation of rice, a significant import duty discount was given to vessels carrying
large rice cargoes. Western traders made creative use of this rule in the open waters
at Lintin Island, offloading inbound cargoes of opium onto waiting storeships and
taking on waiting rice cargoes for a short and tax-advantaged last leg of their
voyage into Chinese waters.131
Customs duties were not collected on a current basis by the Qing government.
They were required to be paid annually on the last day of the fiscal year of the
Canton customs, a date that fell sometime between September and early November.
In 1794, for example, the fiscal year ended on September 18th (the 25th day of the
8th moon), triggering the collapse of Gonqua's tax-delinquent Eryi hang.132 Many
financially troubled hong merchants took advantage of customs tax funds which
were not due to be paid for up to twelve months, either by diverting them to other
uses or by the expedient of “purchasing the privilege” of paying duties owed by
others. When a hong merchant “purchased the privilege” of paying duties he
received a discounted (smaller) sum from a third party and accepted in return the
legal obligation to pay the customs duties due from the third party to the
government in full on the due date. In reality this was a high interest rate short
term loan, from a powerful and unforgiving involuntary lender (the Qing
government).133 The consequences of treating duties as an interest-free loan from
the state were frequently disastrous for the weak hongs.
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Tax collection performance was an important criterion for evaluating the work of
Qing officials134 The quotum system provided a motivation to understate or delay
actual proceeds so as to avoid creating a new benchmark and a higher quotum for
the following year which might prove impossible to pay.135 Under the Qing statutes,
if customs revenues came in at 10% (or more) below prior year revenues in any
given year, the responsible officials could be held personally liable for the deficiency
and also subjected to severe beating for the offense.136 This discouraged custom
collections by the Hoppo in peak years of the trade. During the 1780s, for example,
trade surged. Gross stated collections from the customs (shizheng) increased from
450,000 taels ($625,000) in 1780 to 750,000 taels ($1,041,667) in 1786, and might have
been greater than that.137 The Hoppo regularly halted trade at Canton once the tax
quotum was reached during these years, lest increased trade generate a higher
quotum target for future years.138 These revenues, and other fees and charges that
were levied on foreign trade, contributed to the reputation of Canton postings
among Qing officials as opportunities to grow rich. Officials who had built up
personal debts to the Imperial Household Department for failure to meet required
tax quota at other postings were often appointed to the Canton customs. The
Canton position was viewed as an opportunity to pay down existing debt, the post
rich enough on its own that existing debt was unlikely to get worse.139
The ginseng monopoly, closely monitored by the Imperial Household
Department, was an important traditional source of income for the Manchu rulers.
To protect their homeland source of prized wild ginseng, the Qing closed
Manchuria to immigration from China in 1668 and built “the famous willow
palisade which stretched for several hundred miles in a great arc from the Wall at
Shanhaiguan to the north of Kirin and southeastward to the Yalu river.”140 Wild
ginseng production was organized for the benefit of the court, and bondservant
officials of the Imperial Household Department were required to act as monopoly
product salesmen. Starting in 1757, a quantity of prime ginseng was sent annually
to the officials in charge of the Lianghuai and Changlu salt monopolies, the
Superintendents of the Imperial Silk Factories, and the Hoppo in charge of the
maritime customs at Canton. Each was responsible to sell his allocation, and to
return cash proceeds to Beijing.141
The ginseng monopoly was run by licensed merchants, who sent diggers into the
Manchurian woods to find and return with the increasingly scarce fragile wild
ginseng. Overharvesting caused ginseng yields to decrease sharply through the
1700s and into the early 1800s. As of 1739, the Court imposed collective
responsibility on the ginseng merchant group. The body was made collectively
liable for the actions of any one member of the merchant group, and was forced to
guarantee that both the quality and quantity of ginseng collected would meet an
overall quotum. As official quota were set high, it was hard to meet them.142 Where
a given quotum was not met, the guarantor had to pay an amount set by the Court
as equivalent to the value of the shortfall. To the extent he was unable to do so, the
other merchants had to pay the deficiency.143 As of the early 1800s, diggers who
failed to meet quotum were charged a penalty assessment of fifty ounces of silver
for each ounce of ginseng by which they failed to meet quotum. Few diggers could
pay. The Court directed the officials to collect, when necessary, from the merchants
who had guaranteed the diggers.144 Shortfalls became so severe that the officials
were personally charged for failing to meet quotum, together with the ginseng
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merchants. The quality of the ginseng received by the Court in 1811 was so poor
that the officials and merchants were made to purchase that entire crop, as the
Imperial Household Department could not sell it at a premium price.145 These
strictures applied up to and through the process of receipt and grading of harvested
ginseng in Beijing. As Van Jay Symons relates:
“Government directives regarded all those involved in grading ginseng
and transporting the root to the court to be guarantors of the quality of the
harvest. Punishments established were so stringent that if cultivated ginseng
was found in the tribute-grade ginseng sent to the court, even the Manchu
Generals-in-Chief, Lieutenant-Generals . . . , Civil Governor of the
Manchurian Province of [Fengtian] . . . , and the Vice President of one of
the Six Boards . . . who was specially sent to assist in the grading process
were subject to three step demotions in rank and transference to another
post. They might also be required to make good any loss suffered by the
court due to the poorness of the quality of the ginseng.”146
The wholesale value of the annual ginseng harvest, which is estimated to have stood
at between 128,000 taels ($177,778) and 208,000 taels ($288,889) in 1709, had plunged
to 20,000 taels ($27,778) by the mid 1800s. More than half of the licensed ginseng
merchants had been rendered insolvent by the first half of the nineteenth century.
Of the 400 ginseng merchants in Shengjing in 1800, fewer than 150 remained in
business as of 1847.147
The enormous wealth of the licensed salt merchants was well known in Qing
China. In a directive to the Canton officials, the Qianlong Emperor stated that
“there is no comparison between [the wealth of] these [Guangdong hong] merchants
and that of the Liang-huai salt merchants.”148 Tax revenues generated from the salt
administration were far greater than those from the Canton customs. Ping-ti Ho in
his study of the salt merchants states that taxation of the Lianghuai merchants
generated 36,370,968 taels ($50,515,223) for the imperial treasury during the period
1738-1804, nine times as much as the 3,950,000 taels ($5,486,111) paid by the hong
merchants during the period 1773-1832.149 Lianghuai, in east central China, was the
most important salt administration region, far exceeding all other regions in
production, sale and revenue. Ho states that the salt merchants “owed their wealth
and power to the monopoly which was granted to them by the government.” The
salt monopoly was abolished in 1831.150
Tax revenues from the salt administration were assessed on a quotum basis in
accordance with general Qing policy.151 The salt merchants were divided into two
categories, factory merchants who produced salt, and transport merchants who
distributed and sold salt. A group of about thirty leading merchants were chosen as
head merchants of each, and these head merchants were held collectively
responsible to pay taxes that were not paid by individual licensed salt merchants.152
These individual merchants were guaranteed by the head merchants, and were
required to register annually with the Lianghuai salt administration under the name
of their head merchant guarantor.153 The Lianghuai salt merchants contributed to a
substantial “common box” fund which was used to pay various fees assessed by the
salt administration officials.154 This resembles the Consoo Fund of the Canton hong
merchants, although it was not supported by a tax on trade and it is not known
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whether collective responsibility to the officials for unpaid salt taxes was paid from
the Lianghuai “common box.”
The common thread among these various Imperial Household Department
enterprises was the bondservant administrators that shuttled between them. The
Department was a small bureaucracy. Many of these administrators, particularly
the leaders, would have been familiar with each others' work, reputation and ideas.
This personal familiarity began with early training in Department schools and
continued as bondservant administrators worked together with or succeeded each
other in office. For example, many Hoppos were appointed to Canton for a one year
term. Of necessity that service closely tracked the policies and procedures of
preceding Hoppos.
As discussed at above, at pages 25-26, 28-30, collective responsibility to pay
money to the state was imposed on the head merchants (zongshang) of the salt,
ginseng and foreign trade monopolies run by the Imperial Household
Department.155 We may be sure that these merchants did not welcome this
additional liability. The hong merchants certainly did not in 1780. The Department
was more closely involved in ginseng administration than in salt affairs,156
presumably because the salt business was thriving -- in its “golden age” in Ping-ti
Ho's words157 -- while the ginseng business was in decline. Whatever the reason, we
know more about collective responsibility in the ginseng business. It was imposed
on the head ginseng merchants in 1739, as a mutual responsibility to pay the state
the value of any deficiency in quality or quantity of collected ginseng. This predates
the practice at Canton by about fifteen years. The date of imposition of collective
liability for unpaid taxes among the salt merchants is uncertain.
We do not know how Imperial Household Department managers judged the
experience of collective liability in the ginseng monopoly in the years after 1739. It
appears to have been seen as a successful risk control measure, for it was continued
and tightened in practice over the next hundred years. It is therefore possible that
the practice of collective liability in monopoly administration was first tested in the
ginseng business (and possibly the salt business as well), and introduced at Canton
only after it was judged to have been successful. The sudden appearance of
collective liability in three aspects of administration of the Canton maritime customs
in 1754-1755 suggests that these practices were specific innovations by Li Yongbiao,
a bondservant who was first appointed to Canton as Hoppo in 1752.158
2D. Collective Responsibility in Chinese Tradition
Collective responsibility dates from early Chinese history and has its roots in
military organization. The practice of penalizing soldiers for the failures of
comrades within defined groups can be traced back to the unifying first Emperor
Qin Shi Huang Di. This practice developed into the registration of household units
which were held mutually responsible for conscription, policing and taxation duties
owed to the state. As a large part of the tax revenues of the primitive state were
used to support the military, there was an immediate early connection between
personal military service and the collection of taxes needed to support the military
forces that defended the state. Whether mustered in person or in the form of taxes
paid, the early Chinese state based its defense on principles of collective
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responsibility laid equally on all of its subjects. Modern Chinese financial collective
responsibility thus finds its origins in the taxation policies of the primitive state.159
The best known example of collective responsibility in Chinese tradition was the
baojia system. This ancient program of social registration and responsibility was
continued during the Qing Dynasty and is a near relative of the hukou system of
household registration still in use in modern China.160 Collective responsibility was
observed in other ways as well. Among urban merchants, the concept of group
liability to the state to pay something like taxes was recognized in the practice of
hangyi payments. The government allowed a trade to be monopolized or controlled.
The merchants in return accepted collective responsibility to pay hangyi to the state,
dues in lieu of goods or services, plus other sums sought by the officials.161
The Western traders encountered collective responsibility in its raw form in Qing
criminal cases, and spoke harshly about it.162 When they encountered the concept in
its commercial aspect -- the enforced collective responsibility of Chinese subjects for
illegal hong debts due to foreigners -- most embraced it warmly.
Kung-chuan Hsiao, a leading scholar, describes the baojia system of Qing China
as a device the state used “to watch and check the number, movements, and
activities of the people, through agents selected from the local inhabitants
themselves.” Like the Canton System, it was designed to address public order
concerns. In a 1757 edict, the Qianlong Emperor stated that the system had been
instituted to suppress sedition and maintain peace among the law-abiding.163 Under
the baojia system, Qing households were registered in succeeding decimal units
(groups of ten) up to the level of a bao, of which a baozhang was appointed head.164
All adult males were required to register and to report crimes and criminals. Failure
to report brought punishment not just on the individual, but also on all of his
neighbors in the ten person registered group.165
In its original concept, the baojia system involved social registration and
monitoring, but not financial matters. A separate lijia system, intended to be distinct
but in practice often overlapping, registered households in groups for tax
purposes.166 According to a popular Chinese story, the god of wealth had originally
been a lijia tax gatherer.167 The baojia and lijia systems were inconsistently
administered, were sometimes confused in practice, and declined through the
course of the Qing dynasty.168 Efforts to reinvigorate the systems were occasionally
made, notably the Qianlong Emperor's 1757 direction to the Governors-General and
Governors to report on and improve local baojia compliance.169 To improve
reporting, as of the early 1800s, baojia heads had to sign written pledges of mutual
responsibility.170 The precise meaning of such pledges is uncertain. A pledge of
mutual responsibility was required from relatives of the defaulted bengang hong
merchant Wayqua in 1777, which was a promise that the hong’s foreign creditors
would be repaid.171 Pledges later became a key part of drug trade suppression
efforts in the years leading into the Opium War. Household baojia groups were
required to sign pledges in 1838 that members were not involved with opium,
which became antecedents of the bonds Lin Zexu sought to obtain from British
merchants soon thereafter.172
The Qing used a modified version of the baojia system to register seagoing
vessels. This system followed Ming Dynasty practice by organizing vessels in
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decimal groups under appointed headmen. Under a 1707 regulation the groups
pledged to guarantee each other and were mutually responsible for their conduct
and activities while at sea. If any ship in the group was involved in piracy all were
punished unless the errant vessel was denounced. Ship owners were also required
to have their vessels guaranteed by a firm recognized by the officials at the port of
departure.173 Relatives, neighbors of crew members, and even members of the crew
of the vessel itself could be required to be guarantors of a merchant ship, a situation
Gang Zhao calls “a sort of financial hostage-taking.”174 As Andrea McElderry
correctly notes, “[s]ecurity concerns, fears that supplies might go to potential rebels
overseas, and worry over domestic grain shortages” lay behind this strong
regulation.175 These concerns carried over into the regulation of merchants who
traded overseas. Head merchants were appointed among groups of merchants
involved in trade with Japan and the Southern Seas (nanyang) from various Chinese
ports in the years after 1728, and these leaders were held mutually responsible for
enforcing various government regulations and guarding against piracy.176
Licensed brokers (yahang) played a vital role in local markets in the Qing period,
and were required to guarantee due completion of transactions in which they were
involved including financial responsibility in case of default. To be licensed,
brokers were required to have guarantors of their solvency and personal conduct.
These guarantors could be held liable along with the brokers if a problem arose.
Guarantors who reported misdeeds by brokers whom they had guaranteed might
escape punishment.177
Collective responsibility was also enforced among Qing officials. Among some
officials, like the three commissioners who managed the imperial textile factories in
Nanjing, Suzhou and Hangzhou, it was imposed on the basis of status. Without
fixed rank and having been specially appointed by the Emperor, the textile
commissioners were considered to be bound in a special relationship of mutual
responsibility and surveillance.178 Otherwise officials were subject to “joint liability”
(lianzuo) under Qing administrative law, which implies a mutual obligation.
Officials could be held liable for the actions or omissions of their subordinates -whether or not they were involved and whether or not they had knowledge -- for
failure of their overall duty of supervision.179 In this light, we may surmise that
Qing officials considered application of collective responsibility among the
monopoly merchants to be entirely fair. The officials themselves were subject to
collective responsibility with their colleagues. They were also subject to the tax
penalty rule that made them personally liable to pay any deficiency in the tax
quotum established for their term in office. To fund these respective exposures,
Qing officials had only their salary and the various fees and exactions they were
able to collect while in office. By contrast, the head merchants could draw on the
presumably bountiful profits of the trade from which the liability arose, and could
cushion collective liability by spreading it out among the entire responsible group.
The Qing officials likely reminded the merchants that many of them had sought out
and purchased official rank, and that some burdens came with the honor of an
official title.
The topic of collective responsibility leads directly into that of guaranty; i.e.,
exactly what the group members were held responsible for. Here the records
become somewhat obscure. This uncertainty may result from vagaries in records of
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actual practice, is perhaps also one of translation, and may just as well reflect
defenses or justifications asserted after the guaranteed affairs went awry.
Assurances freely offered on a sunny day are often found to be riddled with
conditions -- not plainly expressed until after the skies have darkened. As Sybille
van der Sprenkel notes, a gradation of meaning existed in China between a
guarantee that was in the nature of a promise to exercise suasion and a guarantee
which meant that cash would be paid following default by the primary obligor.
“The two forms of guarantee existed side by side -- no doubt varying also
with locality -- and care had to be exercised (as European merchants found
when they came up against the system in the nineteenth century) to know
what was intended. Sometimes the responsibility of the guarantor was
limited to bringing pressure on the debtor to pay up, as is indicated by a
saying current in Hupei, ‘A go-between cannot undertake to produce
children, a guarantor cannot undertake to repay money.’”180
The word “guaranty” also has multiple and nuanced meaning in the English
language and legal tradition. It can mean a firm commitment to pay money, the
subject matter of this study. It can also mean something less definite, an offer to
vouch or confirm. For this and other good reasons, a “guaranty” must usually be in
writing and signed before it has legal effect in Anglo-American law. “Guaranty”
(bao) has a similar gradation of meaning in Chinese, but what may seem to be one
word -- bao -- in Pinyin romanization may yet be one of three different words
distinguished by separate characters and tones. As analyzed by Lien-sheng Yang,
three characters must be distinguished:181
“(1) Bao ( ) (third tone), meaning ‘security, guarantee of no failure.’ This
character is used in the Chinese term baojia, and also in the Canton trade terms
which are translated in English as ‘security merchant’ (baoshang) (
) and
‘security merchant system’ (baoshang zhidu) (
).
(2)
Bao (
achievement.’
(3)

Bao (

) (first tone), meaning ‘to contract, to guarantee certain
) (fourth tone), meaning ‘reciprocity, retribution, etc.’”

Lien-sheng Yang states that the first character bao (保), defined as meaning
“guarantee of no failure,” was used throughout Qing political, social and economic
life. “Taking civil service examinations, entering officialdom, securing a loan,
applying for a passport, to name only a few examples, all required guaranty from
persons of certain standing or from shops or firms . . . up to a certain grade.”182 In
most of these cases, however, default did not trigger an unconditional obligation of
financial performance by the ‘guarantor,’ either individually or on a collective basis.
Over two centuries have passed since the high years of the Canton Guaranty
System, and we know little of the original content of Chinese promises of guaranty
to foreigners. It does seem clear, as Van der Sprenkel states, that confusion existed
as to the content of guarantees, and that there were more than a few ways such
confusion might have arisen.
Elements drawn from both Manchu and Chinese traditions were used by the
Qing government in framing the regulatory structure of the Canton System and of
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the system of collective liability for foreign debt (the Canton Guaranty System)
during the period 1684 through 1780. When the Kangxi Emperor decided to open
Southern China to maritime trade in the years after 1683 he drew on Manchu
experience that regional trade, properly regulated, could both promote general
prosperity and advance state objectives. Public order concerns, much on the mind
of the new rulers in the wake of the forty year struggle to conquer Southern China,
dictated that overseas trade would need to be closely regulated. The trade
regulations which were promulgated in the century after China was opened to
foreign trade in 1683 drew on Chinese and Manchu traditions, and were
administered by a Qing bureaucracy which was comprised of Han Chinese and
ethnic Manchu officials.
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